The giant magnetocaloric effect (GMCE) as exhibited by rare-earth-transition-metal intermetallic compounds is characterized by a combination of a large magnetocaloric effect at a magnetic phase transition and field-induced firstorder magnetic transitions and/or structural transitions at or near the magnetic ordering temperature [1, 2] . The magnetic properties of ternary rare-earth RMn 2 X 2 (with X ¼ Ge or Si) compounds with the tetragonal ThCr 2 Si 2 -type structure (I4=mmm) have attracted interest in recent years due to their natural layered structure and the fact that they exhibit either coupled magnetic and crystallographic transitions or valence-related transitions [3] [4] [5] [6] . Application of hydrostatic pressure has proved to be effective in the enhancement of magnetocaloric properties by increasing the magnitude and/or tuning the MCE to the desired temperature range in materials such as R 5 ðSi x Ge 1Àx Þ 4 [7] , MnAs [8] , LaðFe x Si 1Àx Þ 13 [9] , and RMn 2 Ge 2 [10] .
While fundamental magnetic properties such as saturation magnetization and magnetic structures have been widely reported for the RMn 2 Ge 2 systems [e.g., Ref. [11] ], less insight has been gained on the relationship between magnetovolume effects and the magnetic entropy at magnetic transitions. Pr 0:5 Y 0:5 Mn 2 Ge 2 was selected for this study following our investigation of the Pr 1Àx Y x Mn 2 Ge 2 system [12] in which both the loss of moment in the Pr sublattice and the significant modifications of the magnetic states of the Mn lattice were investigated [13] because it exhibits reentrant ferromagnetism. Our investigation of the structural changes occurring in the reentrant ferromagnet Pr 0:5 Y 0:5 Mn 2 Ge 2 using neutron diffraction in applied magnetic fields, combined with magnetic measurements under hydrostatic pressure has enabled us to develop a new insight into the magnetic behavior of this system and the role of magnetostructural coupling in the magnetocaloric effect.
Details of the preparation and characterization of the initial set of Pr 1Àx Y x Mn 2 Ge 2 compounds (x ¼ 0:0-1:0) can be found in Refs. [6, 12] . The temperature dependence of the dc magnetization, MðTÞ, was measured over the range 5-370 K using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) and at hydrostatic pressures up to p ¼ 7:5 kbar [14] . Neutron diffraction patterns were collected over the range $10-355 K using the GEM diffractometer at ISIS (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK) [12] and the Wombat diffractometer ( ¼ 2:4072 # A) at the OPAL reactor (ANSTO, Australia). Reentrant ferromagnetism appears in Pr 0:5 Y 0:5 Mn 2 Ge 2 producing firstorder magnetostructural phase transitions.
From our combined magnetization and neutron diffraction studies, four magnetic phase transitions have been detected in Pr 0:5 Y 0:5 Mn 2 Ge 2 . On cooling from the paramagnetic region, the first transition from the paramagnetic state (PM) to the intralayer antiferromagnetic (AFl) state occurs at T intra N $ 375 K with the second transition from the AFl magnetic structure to a canted ferromagnetic spin structure (Fmc) occurring at T Given that the magnetic structure in RMn 2 Ge 2 and related systems depends sensitively on composition and the intraplanar Mn-Mn spacing [3] [4] [5] [6] 16] , the difference in the transition temperatures between those reported earlier [13] and the present study can be understood in terms of the possible compositional variations. Similarly, the magnetization closely approaches zero in the antiferromagnetic region between T inter N and T
Pr
C for the present sample [ Fig. 1(a) ] when compared with previous results [13] . and T Pr C decrease with pressure. These changes, indicate that applied pressure stabilizes the antiferromagnetic state but weakens the ferromagnetic state, illustrating the fact that a shorter Mn-Mn intraplanar distance favors the antiferromagnetic c-axis coupling [17] . Noting that lower chemical pressure [18] also decreases the Mn-Mn intraplanar distance and stabilizes antiferromagnetic coupling between the Mn moments, we can consider the influence of applied pressure to be analogous to chemical pressure. =dp) is-2:6 K=kbar, which is around 1=2 the measured response to applied pressure. This comparison highlights the fact that electronic interactions also contribute to the response to chemical substitution. In this case, the magnetic states are also modified due to introduction of the nonmagnetic element Y and to differences in the electron configurations of Pr 3þ (4f 2 ) and Y 3þ (4d 0 ) ions. In direct contrast to the effect of pressure, applied magnetic field enhances the ferromagnetic coupling between layers, leading to increases in the Curie temperatures (T 
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In Fig. 2 we have extrapolated the T Pr C and T inter N lines to the point of intersection at an applied magnetic field of $4:5 T. This is the critical field at which antiferromagnetic interplanar coupling disappears completely. We have also extrapolated the T inter N and T inter C lines to the point of intersection at an applied pressure of $8:5 kbar. This is the critical pressure at which ferromagnetic interplanar coupling disappears completely. We note also that this is quite close to the pressure at which ferromagnetic ordering of Pr is completely suppressed.
The magnetic entropy changes ÀÁS around T Pr C , T inter N , and T inter Fig. 4(a) and of pressure in Fig. 4(b) . The magnetic entropy change is proportional to the integral of dM=dT with respect to the applied field. Therefore a pressure change that sharpens the magnetization curve will also increase the entropy change. Thus the strong dependence of entropy on pressure around T Pr C is consistent with the sharpening of the magnetization curve under pressure as seen in Fig. 1 . In contrast, we note that pressure has little effect on the magnitudes of either dM=dT or ÀÁS around T , we note a range of a lattice parameter from 4.045 to 4.088 Å , corresponding to a variation of Mn-Mn nearest neighbor distance d Mn-Mn of over 1%. This demonstrates that while geometric criteria are significant in determining the magnetic structures of RMn 2 Ge 2 and related systems, electronic interactions from the different elements present also play a vital role [19] . revealing the presence of a strong magneto-volume effect (spontaneous magnetostriction) associated with the transitions between Fmc and AFmc states, as also observed in related systems [6, 18, 20, 21] . Due to reorientation of crystallites under magnetic field, only the a lattice parameter could be derived accurately from the neutron diffraction patterns collected in an applied magnetic field (B) of 4 T. Figure 5(a) shows that, compared with the data for B ¼ 0 T, the lattice parameter a for B ¼ 4 T does not exhibit obvious dependence on the magnetic state. As shown in Fig. 5(c) , the response of the a lattice parameter to applied magnetic field was clarified further by collecting neutron patterns at the different temperatures under various magnetic fields. It is clear that the lattice parameter a remains essentially invariant in the ferromagnetic (Fmc) state (at T ¼ 40 K and between 225 and 320 K) while in the antiferromagnetic (AFmc) state (at T ¼ 100 K), a increases with applied field approaching saturation at $2 T. This field induced magnetostriction shows similar trends to the magnetization curve measured at the same temperature [see inset to Fig. 5(c) ], providing direct evidence that the unit cell is larger in a ferromagnetic state than in an antiferromagnetic state [18] [19] [20] [21] Application of a magnetic field in the AFmc state region therefore induces both a magnetic phase transition from AFmc to Fmc and simultaneously increases the lattice parameter a [ Fig. 5(c) ].
The observed magnetic properties and the relationship between the critical temperature, magnetic field, and pressure can be explained using standard thermodynamic relations. For the second-order phase transition (T inter C ) the Ehrenfest relation applies [17] ,
where V is the volume, Á V is the difference between the thermal expansion coefficients above and below the transition, and ÁC p is the magnitude of the specific heat anomaly at the phase transition (see Fig. 3S in the Supplemental Material [15] ). The plot of V=T [ Fig. 5(b) ] dips at T inter C indicating that Á V < 0, and hence that dT inter C =dP is also below zero, consistent with observations (Fig. 2) .
For the first-order magnetic phase transitions at T inter N (Fmc to AFmc) and at T Pr C (AFmc to [FðPrÞ þ FmcÞ], the Clausius-Clapeyron thermodynamic relation applies [14] ,
Using the experimental values for the Fmc to AFmc phase transition of dT For first order magnetic phase transitions, the total fieldinduced magnetic entropy change ÁS tot can be expressed as the sum of the conventional second-order magnetic entropy change (ÁS M ) and the entropy difference between the two crystallographic states (ÁS st ), i.e., ÁS tot ¼ ÁS M þ ÁS st [22] . In the case of Pr 0:5 Y 0:5 Mn 2 Ge 2 , the unit cell volume of the magnetic states before and after the first-order magnetic transition are significantly different indicating a structural entropy change at T Pr C . As discussed by Gschneider et al. [22] , on completion of a magnetic field induced structural transition, i.e., when 100% of the volume of the sample is converted from one state to another, the structural entropy difference of the two magnetic states (ÁS st ) must remain field independent. Figure 5(c) shows that an applied field of $2 T is sufficient to complete the structural transition associated with the change from the antiferromagnetic state to a ferromagnetic state at T ¼ 100 K. This observation correlates with the observed change in slope in the magnetic field dependence of the maximum entropy change at B $ 2 T [ Fig. 4(a) ], indicating that the structural contribution to the magnetic entropy change is complete by 2 T. Applying the relationship between structural entropy change and relative volume change from Ref. [22] [i.e., ðÁV=VÞ=ðÁS st Þ ¼ 8 Â 10 À4 ðJ=kg KÞ À1 ], our experimentally observed volume changes of ÁV=V ¼ 0:29% and 0.25% at T Pr C and T inter N would correspond to structural entropy contributions of ÁS st ¼ 3:6 J=kg K and 3:1 J=kgK, respectively, which indicates the structural entropy contributes significantly to the total entropy at both transitions.
First principles calculations of the electronic structure of the two magnetic states (AFmc and Fmc) have been carried out using a spin polarized localized density approximation (LSDA) in the framework of density functional theory (DFT) [23] . For these calculations the magnetic structures of AFmc and Fmc states and temperature dependence of lattice parameters from neutron diffraction and the pressure dependence of lattice parameters from synchrotron x-ray diffraction (see Fig. 9S in the Supplemental Material [15] ) were used as input. The calculations show that changes to the magnetic energy of the two states are caused directly by modification of the lattice with temperature and pressure. Because of the anisotropic nature of the response of the lattice to changes in temperature and pressure, corresponding changes in the magnetic exchange energy of the two states have different dependencies. Calculated thermal and pressure dependence of the relative energies of the two states shows remarkable agreement with our experimental results. Specifically the DFT calculations indicate that the Fmc state is favored (with lower relative energy) at ambient pressure below $50 K and above $150 K, whereas the AFmc state is favored between those temperatures. At 300 K the local density of states shows that the d bands of the Mn atoms in the AFmc state narrow more under high pressure than they do in the Fmc state. Thus, whereas Fmc is favored at ambient pressure, AFmc is favored above $4 kbar.
In conclusion, we have investigated the dramatic effect of applied pressure and magnetic field on the layered intermetallic compound Pr 0:5 Y 0:5 Mn 2 Ge 2 , constructing magnetic phase diagrams, and probing the nature of the different responses at the magnetic transitions T inter C , T inter N , and T Pr C to hydrostatic pressure and magnetic field. Our findings, which are consistent with spin-polarized DFT theory, show that application of magnetic field and pressure stabilize the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interlayer order, respectively. The magnetic entropy change around the FOMT at T
